The Re-Entry to Practice Scenario

- An individual who used to be a licensed / registered practitioner is applying to be licensed / registered once again.
- Broad-based discussion at CLEAR in San Francisco at the 2012 conference

The Issue

- Time is of the essence
- Knowledge, skill and judgment are perishable commodities possessed by practitioners
The Issue con’t

- Knowledge can be maintained through study
- Maintaining skill and judgment generally requires practical, hands-on experience

The Issue con’t

- How long is too long?
- How should a regulator approach the issue of re-entry to practice, in terms of assessing experience after “x” amount of time?

Up for discussion...

- How long can a practitioner go without practicing before a formal reassessment of skills / judgment is required at the time of re-licensing?
- How is that time period determined and justified?
- What are the risks?
- Have their been legal challenges?
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